September is World Kid Lit Month

Celebrated every September, World Kid Lit Month is the perfect time for young readers (and adult fans of children's and YA literature) to travel the world through books.

Using the hashtag #WorldKidLitMonth, join the global community exploring world literature for children and teens: books from countries besides your own, especially fiction, nonfiction and poetry translated to English from other languages.

Whether it’s at school, in your local library or bookshop, or on social media, September brings the perfect opportunity to find out about global reading for young people.

Happy travels wherever you choose to fly to by book!

Suggested tweets and text for social media graphics

#WorldKidLitMonth: explore children's and YA books from all over the world

***

Read the world through children's books in translation!

September is #WorldKidLitMonth

***

September is the month to explore children's and YA books from all over the world

Happy #WorldKidLitMonth!

***

Show us your shelves! Do you have any children's or YA books in translation? Where are they from? What language were they translated from?

#WorldKidLitMonth

Read kid lit from beyond your borders

#WorldKidLitMonth

***

#WorldKidLitMonth

Travel the world with global children's books

***

September is #WorldKidLitMonth

Where will you fly to this month by book?